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Some background



Successful public infrastructures need a sensible incentive structure to be both agile and long 
term sustainable

– collaboration (incentives); 

- division of labor (comparative advantage)

- role of open science (setting open goals and funding source)

Private sector has important assets - sustainable business models, more stable and skilled 
workforce - and direct financial incentives

Researchers have complementary assets - cutting edge ideas,  new blood, bringing 
community to task – and indirect financial incentives

Success comes from creating wins for both sides: Two examples with Elsevier

https://democratizingdata.ai

Key lessons learned from building public data infrastructures



"It is not from the benevolence of 
the butcher, the brewer, or the baker 
that we expect our dinner, but from 
their regard to their own interest." ~ 
Adam Smith

Incentives in private sector for collaboration 



Research data is largely a public good

"It is not from the benevolence of the 

researcher, the research agency, the 

research institutions, or the publisher that we 

expect data to be produced, but from their 

regard to their own interest.“ 

Incentives in public sector for collaboration



Use case 1: Create an Amazon.com for data



Problem: Open data without incentives don’t work



Without incentives researchers don’t contribute

100 publications: 
● 18 with dataset 

DOI citations
● 82 manually 

reviewed
● 10-15 minutes for 

paper review
● ~14 hours total 

review time



Collaboration and human capital



Comparative advantage: leverage Scopus

Dataset <-> Publication link Enhanced metadata + linking with broader datasets

Datasets 
Of Interest Articles

Topics: What research cites the 
dataset?

Academic citations: How highly cited are 

the articles?

Institutions: Which were the most 
prominent institutions? 

Authors: Who were the most prominent 
authors? How do they collaborate?

Regions: Which regions? How much 
collaboration was there across different 

regions?

Societal impact: Which policy documents cited the 
academic work?

Entity extraction and 

matching
+

Validation



Comparative advantage: JHU, TACC and NYU



Comparative advantage: JHU, NYU, TACC

Workshops

Agency
User 

community

Incorporate 
Feedback

Expand 
search 
corpus

Add topics

12



Comparative advantage: JHU, NYU, TACC

Source: SciServer



Use case 2: Create discoverable data labels



Comparative advantage: El and community labelling

Dataset <-> Publication link Enhanced metadata + linking with broader datasets

Datasets 
Of Interest Articles

Topics: What research cites the 
dataset?

Academic citations: How highly cited are 

the articles?

Institutions: Which were the most 
prominent institutions? 

Authors: Who were the most prominent 
authors? How do they collaborate?

Regions: Which regions? How much 
collaboration was there across different 

regions?

Societal impact: Which policy documents cited the 
academic work?

Entity extraction and 

matching
+

Validation



- Push funding agencies and philanthropic foundations to establish programs

- Push for work with community and human computer interaction

- Use common sense in developing shared business models 

Role of Open Science in each



Research data is largely a public good

"It is not from the benevolence of the 

researcher, the research agency, the 

research institutions, or the publisher that we 

expect data to be produced, but from their 

regard to their own interest.“ 

Incentives in public sector



Julia.lane@nyu.edu

https://www.linkedin.com/in/julia-lane/
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